
LANDMARK EVENTS OF THE HAITIAN REVOLUTION TIMELINE  
THE FIRST STAGE (until 1800) 

1600s:   Spain, England, & France compete for control of western Hispaniola (ie Saint Domingue) 
 
1670s:   France gains control of Saint Domingue, establishes sugar plantations & imports enslaved    
  people  from various parts of Africa 
 
1685:   King Louis XIV issues the Code Noir ,  outlining France’s position on slavery in its  colonies that  
  views enslaved people as personal property of their masters. Also created minimum protections for  
  slaves, most of which were ignored. 
 
1730’s-1750’s:  Saint-Domingue becomes world’s largest sugar exporter, pushing France to develop a greater  
  dependency on slavery for economic wealth. 
 
1760s:   French colonial government issues decrees designed to limit the political ambitions of the  gens  
  de colour l ibre , or free people of color (aka affranchis), forbidding them from holding public  
  office, assembling in public after 9pm, practicing law or medicine, etc.  
 
1789:   Declaration of Rights of Man and Citizen published in France. Debates about rights in France  stir up  
  similar debates in Saint-Domingue. 
 
August 1791:  Haitian Revolution begins with the enslaved people destroying more than 1000 plantations, killing  
  hundreds of whites. 

 
April 1792:  French government grants all gens de colour libre in the colonies full rights of citizenship. 
 
Sept 1792:  French government executes Louis XVI and establishes republic before declaring war with most of  
  Europe. Spain and England both hope to take control of Saint-Domingue. All countries are  
  arming and using slaves in order to fight the war for control of the island (while, at the same time,  
  those same slaves are also fighting for their freedom).  
 
Early 1793:  Spanish promise freedom to all rebel soldiers (slaves) in Saint-Domingue who fight on Spain’s  
  behalf. Many rebel soldiers (including Toussaint Louverture ) join Spain’s side. 
 
Feb. 1794:  National Convention abolishes slavery in France and in all its colonies. The enslaved win freedom. 
 
May 1794:  Toussaint Louverture and his troops abandon the Spanish and join French. His support tips the  
  balance of power and France is able to maintain control of Saint-Domingue. 
 
Sept. 1795:  Spain signs peace treaty with France. (And by 1796 France has gained an upper hand on England.) 
 
1796-1798:  Louverture gains increasing power and named lieutenant governor and commander in chief of army  
 
Nov. 1799:  Napoleon Bonaparte disbands France’s assembly and establishes a new government in   
  France. The new constitution states that laws of France do not apply to its colonies.   
  Fears spread in the Caribbean that the French government is considering a return to   
  slavery.   



LANDMARK EVENTS OF THE HAITIAN REVOLUTION TIMELINE  
THE SECOND STAGE 1801-1804 

JAN. 1801:  Toussaint Louverture , commander-in chief of the French colony of Saint Domingue invades the  
  Spanish colony of Santo Domingo on the eastern half of Hispaniola, catching the attention of new 
  French ruler, Napoleon Bonaparte. 
 
JULY 1801:  Toussaint Louverture declares himself “governor of Saint Domingue for life” and issues a new  
  constitution that completely abolishes slavery, declares all people in Saint-Domingue to be   
  considered French citizens, requires former slaves to continue working on plantations for little pay.  
  New constitution angers the new French ruler Napoleon Bonaparte.  
 
FEB. 1802:  Napoleon sends 20,000 French troops to Saint-Domingue to capture Louverture and ultimately  
  reinstate the system of slavery in other French colonies of the Caribbean. The formerly enslaved  
  people of Saint Domingue, who now view their identity as French fear the return of slavery. 
 
JULY 1802:  Formerly enslaved laborers of Saint Domingue begin massive uprising and revolt against Napoleon.  
 
OCT. 1802:  Louverture is deceived by French troops and brought to France to die in prison, furthering fears of 
  Napoleon’s reinstatement of slavery in the French colony of Saint. Domingue Jean-Jacques  
  Dessal ines , becomes new leader of colonial army and directs all colonial military to abandon  
  French allegiance to France and join the  
 
DEC. 1802 – MARCH 1803: Fierce fighting between French troops and colonists. Many French soldiers die of  
  yellow fever. Dessalines’s troops begin a “scorched-earth” campaign against the French, burning  
  many plantations and towns entirely to the ground. 
 
APRIL 1803:  Napoleon’s crusade to conquer all of Europe requires him either sell or abandon land in Western  
  Hemisphere. After 30,000 French troops have been killed, Napoleon leaves Saint Domingue. 
 
SEPT. 1803:  4,000 white French colonists remaining in Saint Domingue are executed in order to rid the island  
  of any trace of French identity.  
 
JAN 1, 1804:  Dessalines formally declares the colony’s independence in the Haitian Declaration of    
  Independence . The land of Saint Domingue becomes known as HAITI , the original name for the 
  land when the indigenous group, “the Arawak”, inhabited the land before Columbus’ discovery. 
 
1805 – 1820:  France refuses to recognize Haiti’s sovereignty as an independent country and continues small-scale 
  invasions. France also encourages the United States, Spain, and England to boycott trade with  
  Haiti, pushing  Haiti to become “diplomatically isolated” without any opportunity to grow their  
  economy.   
 
JAN. 1825: France agrees to stop small-scale invasions of Haiti and recognize their independence only if Haiti  
  agrees to pay for the money that France lost in the war from the loss of the slaves and plantations. 
  Haiti agrees and spends 80% of national income every year to France for debt.  
 
JAN. 1947: Haiti pays off debt to France. 
 
JAN. 2014: Haiti is the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere: 80 percent of its people live in abject  
  poverty. 


